The Jungle Gardens of Avery Island

There is something essentially homely in the very thought of pepper and salt, for it ... (6-12) $2.00 each.
No bicycles, motorbikes or motorcycles allowed on Island.
OPEN DAILY
9:00 AM. to 5:00 P.M.

Japan, planted so that one day the vines may meet pendant blossom clusters
wonder, since there are 64 varieties of exotic
trees; climbing the oaks are giant wisterias from
Bamboo; but that, too, is hardly a matter for

Barrow, the most northern point of continental
extent. But for over forty years this measure of beauty. But for over forty years this

focal point of the Avery Island gardens it over-
compassing an area equal to that of the gardens
wide, you might walk along one end, through
one end, through rays of the setting sun, rocketing down out of the
cold winds proclaiming...